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The well-known difficulties concerning the construction of a correct quantum version for General Relativity (GR) have led to the investigation of alternative theories of gravitation. In particular it has been argued that theories of the type R + R Z would be renormalizable.1),Z) Recently, theories of this type in the context of the Riemann-Cartan space U4 have attracted considerable attention. 3 ) -8) Even though the gravitational Lagrangians usually proposed generate equations with propagation of torsion, those equations do not have the Einstein limit in the torsionless case, not even in the macroscopical domain. The aim of this article is to present a quadratic model with not only torsion propagation but also the restitution of Einstein gravity when the torsion tensor vanishes. This is accomplished with the aid of the Bach-Lanczos identity,9) adapted to the U4 space.
Unorthodox variational principles have been used in the literature to study alternative theories of gravitation 10 )-15) within the contexts of U4 and V4 (Riemann space)_ Besides the Palatini variation, which in general gives results that are not equivalent to those of the Hilbert (orthodox) variation, there has been also used in V4 a modified method characterized by the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier which imposes a constraint. The variations in this last case are carried out with respect to: the metric gaP, the symmetric affine connection r,Jp and the Lagrange multiplier A7?"~ independently.lZ) This procedure is extendible to the U4 space. 14 ) A particular form of this extension will be used here. Let us first study the general action
where L= L(gplJ, I(~lJ), at;I(~lJ), SPlJ~, at;SPlJ~) is the gravitational Lagrangian, L M= LM(gPlJ, 
where MPV is obtained by the variation of the third term appearing in (1) . From (5) and (2) we get (6) where /7 (J is the covariant derivative corresponding to r,L. The constraint (5) is equivalent to the U4 postulate, or to the assumption that the connection has the form (7) with (8) For a given Land L M , Eqs. (2) and (4), after the elimination of the Lagrange multiplier, give explicitly two groups of field equations. The first (from (2)) will be called Einstein-type equations, the other (from 4) Cartan-type equations. We notice that the introduction of the Lagrange multiplier considerably abbreviates the calculations of the variational derivatives.
We consider the gravitational Lagrangian density L = Lo + L1 with Lo=a/-gR,
where a, /3, r and A are free parameters. (10) , becomes an identity if we take /3=0= r =;\. In V4 the Lagrangian L=Lo+ Ll, obtained from (9) and (10) by taking Sapr=O, is the most general one (with at most quadratic terms in R, R pv and Rappv) from which Einstein equations in vacuum are derived. (Neither cosmological nor parity violation terms are taken into account here) .15) An adequate choice of the parameter a, namely, a = 1/ 2K, where K is Einstein gravitational constant, is of course needed in order to yield the true GR limit when torsion vanishes.
The substitution of L in (2) and (4) leads to the Einstein-type and Cartan-type equations, which in vacuum read, respectively
-aG(PV)+M Pv + NPv=O,
where GPv is the Einstein tensor, M PV is given by (6), with Ad.~= -2aAd.~-2Bd.~+ Cd.~+ Dd.~ , 
Aa~~=gPVSAi-O(f(PSA~)A+S(f(PV) ,

Bd.~=2[(gPVR-4R(PV») SAi+ RO(f(VS~)/ + RS(f(~~)+4SA<f(~RP)A]+ V (V(oc!')R) -V (f(gPVR)
+2
Dd.~= -j ;\[SPA~( -R(f(PV)A+ R A (PV)6) +SAP(~( -RIAIVP 6
for N PV we have 
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where, as usual (18) (II)
In the torsionless limit Eq. (II) vanishes identically and (I) corresponds to Einstein equations plus the Bach-Lanczos identity in V4, so that we regain GR in this case. That (II) vanishes can be verified with the aid of identities such as 16 )
obtained from Bianchi identities in U4• The existence of the GR limit implies that the theory based on (9) and (10) pass the classical gravitational tests when the effect of the torsion is negligible. In Eqs. (I) and (II) the torsion propagates in the general case, as also occurs in many quadratic gravitational theories in U4. In order to obtain explicitly propagating torsion solutions we shall analyse the particular case gaP = TJaP, where TJap is the Minkowski metric. Furthermore we shall neglect terms in which the torsion and/ or its derivatives appear quadratically (weak torsion approximation). In this case the Einstein-type equations disappear, in fact (I) becomes an identity. And the Cartan-type equations reduce to Similarly, we can find the equations for 1[aPlr. The resulting equations are not very illuminating and consequently we shall not list them. The Proca fields of (33) ' and (34) show the existence of mass torsion excitations in the gravitational theory under consideration. The positiveness of energy for these fields depends on conditions involving the parameters of the theory. We shall not treat here this question. Conditions of this type were derived in a similar context by Hayashi and Shirafuji. 18 ) In this reference the particle spectrum associated with the general ten-parameter Lagrangian in U4 is studied.
We also observe that, according to (I) and (II), the theory predicts a coupling between gravitational (metric) and torsion waves in vacuum.
As a final remark we would like to point out that the study of torsion wave perturbations in Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmologies could throw some light on the problem of galaxy formation. This is also a question to be further investigated in the framework of the present theory.
